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Dušica Dražić’s work The Event Place (2010-)  consists of two sets of photographs displayed 
on three parallel gallery partition walls, along with prints (145 x 300 cm) and lightboxes (150 
x 50, 70 x 70, 40 x 30 cm), one of which is placed in a case, lying on the gallery floor. The 
both sets of photographs are taken in places (mainly  within industrial complexes) that are 
for  different  reasons  –  economic,  political  or  legal  -  presently  abandoned.  The parts  of 
interior, presented in  prints,  are photographed at  night  so that,  owing to  a minimum light 
exposure, only  few details  are discernible.  Dark,  non-illuminated  areas, which  constitute 
most  part  of  the  photographs,  are  additionally  emphasised  by  the  size  of  the  prints 
themselves, which, like a sort  of photo wallpaper, almost  completely  cover the supporting 
structure. The lightboxes, positioned in such a manner that they can communicate with every 
print, contain photographs of enlarged gaps, cracks, damage and, at first sight, they remind 
of some abstract, multicoloured, more or less decorative areas.

In her artistic practice, Dušica Dražić frequently  makes site-specific interventions in which 
she re-examines the very specific contextual definements of a selected place - a micro space 
within which a broader social context is reflected and ,in that manner,  problematised. In her 
work Winter Garden (2010), realised for the 51. October Salon, her intervention followed the 
transformation of space: from abandoned, de-functionalised army building (former Military 
Academy at 40b Resavska Street)  into functional, exhibition place and one of the relevant 
manifestations in the domain of visual arts. By doing this, she associated two phases or two 
processes of different use –  military, exhibition –  and announced the third, a new phase of 
its functioning in the framework of The City of Belgrade Museum. The intervention consisted 
of  collecting, carrying, displacing different  vegetation  - weeds, grass, moss, wild  flowers, 
bushes –  which inhabited the army complex both inside and outside, and transforming it into 
an  art  work,  the  installation.  That  peripheral,  arbitrary  and  “live”  world  which,  actually, 
represents the dying phase of an architectural space, got a different meaning in relation to 
the new contextual  definement –  exhibition. In  another of  her work -  To Loosely  Reside / 
Weeds  -  Useful  Plants   (site-specific intervention,  Worpswede,  Germany,  2007)  -  Dušica 
Dražić employs weed as a metaphor for margin, rejection, by assigning it a dominant position 
and function  within  a strictly  defined area which she controls, proceeding from scientific, 
though not  completely  adopted,  view  concerning  the  usefulness  and  potentials  of  weed 
utilisation in agriculture.  

In her work The Event Place she does not employ site specific intervention strategies and the 
dimension of specificity and narrow contextual definement does not matter to her. 

This work is associated with the former by the aspect of peripheral, margin, not in the terms 
of difference, but similarity with any other abandon place. For that reason, these photographs 
disclose  minimum  information:  what  space  they  concern,  what  function  it  had  and  the 
concrete reasons for its neglect. 
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The night  in these photographs represents dying out: the space which lost  every  function 
now enters  into  the  process  of  a gradual  collapse. Changes, which  take place in  a much 
narrower register, on a micro level - represented by breakage, cracks, constitute the integral 
part of that process. They are anomalies in the structure of specific material, which indicate 
its weariness, fatigue and they lead to its fracture, breakage.

Fracture  mechanics  is  concerned  with  the  study  of  crack  development,  its  origin  and 
propagation. According to fracture mechanics, the stress that metal can bear before fracture 
occurs is  inversely  proportional  to the size of  the crack. The fracture which occurs under  
small  deformations  is  characterised  by  accumulation  of  flows  of  material  (micro  pores, 
micro cracks) in course of time, which reduces its hardiness. The occurrence and increase of  
micro cracks eventually  lead to their grouping and creating macro cracks. Fractography is  
concerned  with  the  structures,  areas  and  materials  that  contain  fracture.  Fractographic  
methods are used for determining causes of  crack by  means of  studying characteristics,  
structure and area of crack.

The process which  led to  a crack or fracture in  a material  is  reconstructed by  cracks. By 
parallel display of photographed cracks and neglected interiors, Dušica Dražić has pointed 
out, in two different registers –  at micro and macro level, to a possibility of reconstruction of a 
defunctionalisation process of a certain space in a form of a concrete event, therefore the 
title  of  the  work.  Obscure spaces, in  which  nothing or barely  a detail  are discernible, by 
offering a minimum information, leave space open for posing a number of possible questions 
regarding the nature of the event itself:  concerning its causes, circumstances, specificities, 
reasons for  its  defunctionalisation. A spectator, not  being completely  certain what  sort  of 
event is taking place,  reacts to that situation by having at its disposal a number of arbitrary  
scenarios, which he is trying to connect with a  situation photographed. However, the inability 
of defining the event itself does not include only negative scenarios (those concerning dying 
out, abandoning) but also those  pointing out to potentials for its revival  in a new context.

In  that  sense,  the  cracks,  like  minimum  changes  which  take  place  in  a micro  space  or 
material,  can  be  seen  ambivalently.  On one  hand,  they  are  hardly  visible  indicator  of  a 
decomposition process, the end of the usability  of a space, visible  only  in their “mature”, 
“final” phase when, not only  the material  in which they are, but the whole place lose their 
function and enter the decomposition phase. However, they can be seen as a sign, at a micro 
level, of  a new process, destructuring of  a material  that  will  obtain, in  a certain  moment, 
completely  different  properties in  relation to  those it  had. As symptoms of obsolescence, 
fatigue and weariness, they  are necessary  preconditions  of  restoration, introduction  of  a 
different working regime. 

In this  work, they are enlarged, isolated, illuminated, taken out of their regular  context, the 
space in which they are located. At the same time,  in a new contextual environment –  the 
gallery, they are placed in such a manner to communicate directly with these very –  or some 
similar  –  abandoned,  obscured  and  non-illuminated  spaces  in  which  the  space  itself  is 
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brought to indiscernibility,  let  alone a detail  such as crack. In that manner, their weak or a 
complete invisibility is perverted into an absolute visibility.

In  her  work  The Event  Place Dušica  Dražić  problematises  the  visibility  of  cracks.  By  a 
conceptual linking of two sets of photographs she puts two extreme positions at the same 
level: the absolute visibility, that is, invisibility. The cracks are anomalies which point out to 
irregularities in  functioning of  a certain system in  most  diverse registers: from individual, 
deeply  personal,  which  defines  the  functioning  of  an  individual,  to  social,  even  global 
developments. They are symbols of obsolescence of a system, its outdatedness and most 
frequently they are invisible or not sufficiently visible. The enlargement function of cracks in 
this work points out to the specific role of the artist.

In contemporary,  networked, digital  environment, with  the social  machines functioning  in 
constant  acceleration,  which  is  reflected  through  all  registers  of  social  activities,  from 
individual,  everyday,  to  economic,  political,  the  artist  detects  those  minimal  changes, 
documents them, analyses, connects and reconstructs in the same manner that physicists, 
analysing crack by  means of fractographic methods, reach the discovery of the causes of 
change  and decay. The artists  detects  those symptoms and brings them into register of 
visible, recognisable.

If we proceed from the fact that an artist, at the beginning of 20 th century, had finally become 
autonomous  in  the  sense of  conceptualising  his  artistic  pursuit,  independently  of  some 
other fields of pursuit,  such us religion, politics, history,  that  in  the 20 th century  the artist 
inseparably  associated his practice with reasoning, then one could say that the role of the 
artist,  at  the  beginning of  the  21st century,  assumed, apart  from all  preceding, one new, 
contextual  definement:  deciphering, mapping, motion  in  everyday,  real,  but  also virtual  / 
digital environment and detecting anomalies of the system, which are the indicators of its 
non-functionality, but also a signal of change in  social  machine’s working regime. In the time 
of  acute  transitional  developments,  not  only  at  local,   regional,  but  at  the  global  level, 
fractures, cracks and changes occur haotically, in a rapid manner, simultaneously in various 
systems –  and therefore their detection is more difficult, and this role more demanding.
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